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challenge definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com May 17
2024 a challenge is something that puts you to the test like
running your first marathon or reading war and peace
challenge definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Apr 16 2024 to invite someone to compete or take part especially
in a game or argument challenge someone to something do
something tina has challenged me to a game of poker he played a
tricky piece on the piano and then challenged me to do the same
more examples smart vocabulary related words and phrases
challenge definition meaning merriam webster Mar 15 2024 1 to
dispute especially as being unjust invalid or outmoded impugn
new data that challenges old assumptions 2 a to confront or defy
boldly dare he challenged his critics to prove his guilt b to call out
to duel or combat challenged his rival to a duel to invite into
competition he challenged his brother to a tennis match 3
challenge definition meaning dictionary com Feb 14 2024
something that by its nature or character serves as a call to battle
contest special effort etc space exploration offers a challenge to
humankind a call to fight as a battle a duel etc a demand to
explain justify etc a challenge to the treasurer to itemize
expenditures
challenges synonyms 170 similar and opposite words merriam Jan
13 2024 synonyms for challenges objections exceptions
complaints questions difficulties protests criticisms demurrers
antonyms of challenges sanctions approvals agreements
acceptances assents acquiescences compliances obediences
challenge noun definition pictures pronunciation and Dec 12 2023
ˈtʃælɪndʒ a new or difficult task that tests somebody s ability and
skill a tough major significant challenge the role will be the
biggest challenge of his acting career she still faces many
challenges has to deal with them destruction of the environment
is one of the most serious challenges we face
challenge meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Nov 11 2023
something that is difficult and that tests someone s ability or
determination finding a decision that pleases everyone is the
challenge which now faces the committee it was the element of
challenge which attracted me to the job fewer examples
challenge n meanings etymology and more oxford english Oct 10



2023 challenge is one of the 2 000 most common words in
modern written english it is similar in frequency to words like
gene ignore proposal spiritual and subsequent it typically occurs
about 50 times per million words in modern written english
challenge verb definition pictures pronunciation and Sep
09 2023 to question whether a statement or an action is right
legal etc to refuse to accept something synonym dispute
challenge something his legal team immediately sought to
challenge the decision the story was completely untrue and was
successfully challenged in court
challenge verb definition pictures pronunciation and Aug
08 2023 challenge verb ˈtʃæləndʒ verb forms challenge
something to question whether a statement or an action is right
legal etc to refuse to accept something synonym dispute the story
was completely untrue and was successfully challenged in court
she does not like anyone challenging her authority this discovery
challenges traditional beliefs
challenge definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Jul 07 2023 1 to invite or summon someone to do something esp
to take part in a contest 2 also intr to call something into question
dispute 3 to make demands on stimulate the job challenges his
ingenuity 4 to order a person to halt and be identified or to give a
password
challenge synonyms 175 similar and opposite words
merriam Jun 06 2023 synonyms for challenge objection
exception question complaint protest difficulty criticism fuss
antonyms of challenge willingness approval sanction agreement
acceptance compliance obedience acquiescence
10 challenges that affect career goals and tips to indeed May 05
2023 if you re working toward some goals in your career you may
want to learn how you can overcome potential challenges
successfully in this article we list 10 challenges that affect career
goals provide tips for overcoming them and offer examples of
solutions to these challenges
challenge definition meaning britannica dictionary Apr 04 2023
challenge meaning 1 to say or show that something may not be
true correct or legal dispute 2 to question the action or authority
of someone



challenge wordreference com dictionary of english Mar 03 2023 a
demand request or question to explain or justify something
countable to his criticism was a challenge to every proposal we
had made v object to summon someone to a contest or fight
object to object he challenged his foe to a duel
challenge meaning of challenge in longman dictionary of
Feb 02 2023 challenge meaning definition what is challenge
something that tests strength skill or learn more
challenges definition of challenges by the free dictionary Jan 01
2023 1 a summons to engage in contest as of skill or strength 2
something that by its nature or character serves as a serious test
space exploration offers a challenge to humankind 3 a call to fight
as in a duel 4 a demand to explain justify etc
the difference between challenges and problems and why it Nov
30 2022 typically the word challenge represents something we
strive to achieve or attain incorporated in a challenge is the
mindset that if we put our mind to it we have the ability to do it
challenges can be goals dreams objectives longings projects
achievements and or accomplishments here are a few that come
to mind running a marathon
what is challenges igi global Oct 30 2022 definition of
challenges new or difficult circumstances that educators may face
when using generative ai in classrooms the challenges are for
example competencies in using generative ai accuracy and
ethical concerns
challenge noun definition pictures pronunciation and Sep 28 2022
challenge to something a statement or an action that shows that
someone refuses to accept something and questions whether it is
right legal etc it was a direct challenge to the president s
authority their legal challenge was unsuccessful
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